Third row — John Gammon, Jacque Lawson, Lynn Byrnell, Mac Chaudry, Mary Parnyuk, Paul Ralph, Steve Buttrechuk, Geri Dickson, Dan Alldrick, Pam Haire, Gerri Magee, Bish Bhagwanani, Vic Preto, Gerry Ray.
Fifth row — George Andrie, Kathryn Andrew, Trygve Hoy, Dave Lefebvre, Barb Mordaunt, Jeanette Gogo, Jim Logan, Derek Brown, Garnet Dawson, John Gravel, Danny Hura, Alex Matheson, Ward Kilby.
Sixth row — Bruce Greenhouse, Art Collinge, Jim Lin, Walt Johnson, John Ambrose, Jim Betton, Kirk Hancock, Dave Mellville, Ashley Bangsroge, Filippo Ferri, Andrew Legun, James Pardy, Dave Grieve, Graeme McLaren.